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Aerodynamics of the Supersonic Guide Surface Parachute 

HELMUT G. HEINRICH* 

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 

Shock waves, pressure distribution, and mass flow, which influence the pe.-formance of a 
parachute in supersonic flow, are discussed, and several advantageous conditions are postu
lated. Respective experiments were made with models consisting of modified 4-in.-diam guide 
surface canopies, combined with a cone located ahead of the canopy. Textile, as well as 1·igid 
models, functioned satisfactorily up to Mach numbers of 4.5. A 4-ft supersonic guide surface 
parachute, its design based on the 1nodel tests, wodrnd satisfactorily in a wind tunnel at 
velocities up to Mach 2.8. It failed after 90-min testing time because of fatigue. 

I. Introduction 

C N ENTIO NAL solid cloth and ribbon po.rauhutcs, 
which fu ucLion satisfactorily at subsonic spee<l,s, di. play 

aerodynamic and structural instability in supersonic flow, 
relatively low and uncertain drag coefficients, and, in general, 
they are destroyed by fatigue shortly after their deploy
ment.1-a 

The reason for this erratic behavior is an unsteady system of 
shock waves and wakes as illustrated in Fig. 1. Unsteady 
shocks are typical for cavities that allow none or an insuffi
cient mass flow through' the cavity. This is illustrated in 
Figs. 2 and 3, which show the flow about a nonporous hemi
sphere and a cylindrical tube in which mass flow has been 
regulated from zero to full accommodation of the respective 
stream tube. One observes that on the cylinder a steady 
normal shock develops when the proper mass flow is estab
lished. The flow pictures are double exposures at Mach 
3.0 with the spark-schlieren technique in intervals of ap
proximately 2 sec. 4 

In Fig. 1, one notices that the oscillating shocks occasionally 
attach themselves to the parachute suspension lines. The 
suspension lines also may trigger and enhance unsteadiness of 
the flow pattern. 2 The role of the suspension-line boundary
layer interferences with the canopy bow shock will be discussed 
later in more detail. 

The experiments described previously explain why the modi
fied ribbon parachutes, so-called Equiflo and Hemisflo para
chutes, which allow a considerable mass flow through the 
canopy, have functioned satisfactorily up to Mach numbers 
of 1.8.6 A further development in this line is the Hyperflo 
parachute, which has functioned satisfactorily up to Mach 
numbers in the order of 4.0. Hyperflo parachutes consist of 
a nonporous front portion, shaped somewhat like a guide 
surface, and a very porous flat roof.6 

The Hyperflo parachute is certainly a significant develop
ment, but it also appeared desirable to study the possibilities 
of designing a supersonic parachute on different and easy to 
understand principles. Before proceeding in this attempt, 
it is advantageous to review the consequences of the unsteady 
flow upon the functioning of a flexible parachute canopy. 

An unsteady flow pattern causes unsymmetrical air spillage 
over the rim of the canopy (Fig. 2), and a continuous shift 
of the center of pressure, which leads to violent oscillations 
of the canopy. The spillage is accompanied by a swallowing 
and expulsion of the frontal shock. This causes a fluctuating 
and unsymmetrical pressure distribution and promotes erratic 
deformations of the flexible canopy with new unsymmetrical 
shock waves, spillage, etc. In view of this experience, it was 
decided to devise a new supersonic parachute that would 
avoid unsteady flow patterns and in which frontal shock 
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waves should not originate at or intersect with any part of 
the flexible canopy. Therefore, it appeared necessary to de
part from conventional forms of subsonic or transonic para
chutes, but to start from scratch. 

Furthermore, it was decided to perform the bulk of the in
vestigations with relatively small and inexpensive models in 
wind tunnels and other research facilities and later to trans
late the findings of the model tests into terms for suitable full
size parachutes. The course of this development and its 
findings are presented in the following chapters. 

II. Postulated Principles 

Conventional subsonic parachutes allow a small mass flow 
through the porous canopy material or through the open 
spaces of ribbon and ringslot parachutes. Thus, in principle, 
these parachutes convert practically the entire kinetic energy 
of the air which enters into the canopy into pressure in one 
step. In supersonic flow, such a strong energy conversion 
easily may lead to relatively large, unsymmetrical canopy de
formation, which causes unsymmetrical and unsteady flow 
patterns. Therefore, it was postulated that the projected 
supersonic parachutes should act somewhat like a supersonic
subsonic diffusor, and its useful drag would be developed 
merely from a partial energy conversion of the captured air. 
Furthermore, the new decelerator should accomplish even 
the partial conversion in several controlled steps. 

Fig. 1 Schlieren pictures of a 1·igid ribbon parachute 
model at Mach number 3. 
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Fig. 2 Unsteady shock-wave pattern of a hollow henii
sphere at Mach number 3. 

Such a decelerator, parachute, or flow converter has been 
conceived as a combination of a pointed or blunted cone and 
a more or less hemispherical canopy, as schematically illus
trated in Fig. 4. In this arrangement, the pressure conver
sion is accomplished first through the shock on the cone and 
secondly ahead of or within the canopy. The cone, with its 
apex placed ahead of the canopy, also guides the_ air so that 
its deflection inside the canopy and near the rnn develops 
an outwardly directed force that provides a certain canopy 
inflation tendency. 

The tip of the cone with its attached shock wave fixes the 
location of the stagnation point and, to a certain extent, the 
center of pressure of the system. This is advantageous in 
view of aerodynamic stability and heating. 

As further requirements, it is postulated that the conical 
shock should never hit the inlet rim of the canopy. This con
dition prevents a hitting and missing shock wave at the rim 
which could easily occur because of unavoidable small varia
tions in the geometry of the cone-canopy combination. A 
shock that hits and misses various parts of the rim would tend 
to cause unsymmetries of the canopy inlet. This deforma
tion in turn would promote unsymmetrical and unsteady 
flow' patterns', new canopy deformation, oscillation, spillage, 
etc. 

The canopy outlet should be large enough to accommodate 
the mass flow of the stream tube whose surface intersects 
with the canopy inlet rim. Compared to the freestream, the 
discharged air would have a higher density and less velo?~ty 
than the entering air. Thus, this decelerator would not ut1hze 
the entire flow energy; however, spillage and its undesirable 
consequences would be avoided. 

The scheme of the projected supersonic parachute (Fig. 4) 
shows a cone with a streamlined back and a shell-like canopy. 
Both are suitably arranged to each other. Besides the con
ditions postulated heretofore, the cross-sectional area between 
the cone and the canopy should be such that the flow inside 
the canopy is transonic. Furthermore, the cone angle 0, the 
freestream Mach number M1, and the standoff distance H 
are the parameters that control the fulfillment of the postula-
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Fig. 3 Shock-wave pattern at Mach nmnher 3 of a hollow 
cylinder with varying mass flQw thi·ough the cylinder. 

Fig. 4 
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Scheme of supersonic guide surface parachute. 

tions. Several of these can be determined from the basic 
theory of supersonic flow, whereas others must be found ex
perimentally. 

For example, the angle of internal impact 'Y = 1r - (w + i), 
in which w is the deflection angle of the streamline and L the 
angle of incidence of the guide surface, is a design char~cteris
tic that can be calculated from the theory of supersomc flow 
and from the basic parameters. For example, for a Mach 
number of 3, a cone angle 0 = 34 °, and angle of incidence L = 
10°, the impact angle near the rim is 'Y = 2.5 °. It increases 
to 24° at farther distances. Conditions like this must first 
be assumed, and experiments are needed to check their suit
ability. 

Figure 4 shows a rather large cone, which, when rigid, would 
eliminate one of the main advantages of a parachute, namely, 
its small storage volume. To avoid the large rigid cone, it 
has been attempted to replace the rear section of the cone by 
a diverging wake. In supersonic flow, a diverging wake can 
be achieved when the static pressure in the wake is held at a 
certain level. In case of the visualized supersonic parachute, 
a positive pressure gradient can be derived fro~ the flo_w_ about 
the curved inside contour of the canopy. This cond1t10n re
quires, then, certain experiments in order to establish the 
optimum standoff distance H. . 

In view of these considerations the rigid cone, as shown m 
Fig. 4, has been replaced in Fig. 5 by a diverging wake. Also, 
the canopy now may be considered to be flexible, and the con
trolling parameters are identified. 

Figures 4 and 5 show a sharp-edge abrupt canopy outlet. 
It must be realized that in this area the passing flow probably 
will be accelerated, in all supersonic operations, from subsonic 
to sonic speed. In the vicinity of the indicated sharp edge, 
very high-pressure gradients and a strong vortex develop
ment in the wake must be expected. The downstream 

Fig. 5 
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Parameters of the supersonic guide surface para
chute, 
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vortices may affect the.formation of the wake cone adversely 
and jeopardize the functioning of the system. Indeed, this 
has happened occasionally and later a somewhat conventional 
subsonic nozzle was added. 

The projected supersonic parachute derives, to a certain 
extent, its static stability from its conical frontal surface. 
In this respect, it has a strong similarity with the known 
subsonic guide surface parachutes and will therefore, in the 
following sections, be called supersonic guide surface para
chute. 

III. Experimental Approach 

In view of the numerous unconventional ideas for the de
velopment of a new supersonic parachute, a combined ana
lytical and experimental effort was pursued. In the analytica~ 
approach, one may assume the shape of the diverging wake and 
the flexible canopy as presented in Figs. 4 and 5, select the 
cone angle, and determine the shock waves and their pressure 
rises. The area between wake cone and rim is then a function 
of Mach number and the respective mass fl.ow. The standoff 
distance H must be chosen in view of Mach number, cone 
angle, mass fl.ow conditions, and from the requirement that 
the shock waves originating at the cone shall not interesect 
with the rim of the canopy. On the other hand, the formation 
of a diverging wake, which must aerodynamically act like a 
solid body, is a function of Reynolds number and, as such, 
must be investigated experimentally. 

In the experimental approach, models built in accordance 
with the given guide lines will be tested to check the validity 
of the more theoretical assumptions and to make necessary 
udjusLmen 1:s . The model experimen ts also will serv lo ·tudy 
some design feature s <Jf fl xible nno1 ies which wil'l be us ru1 
for the construction of full-size parachutes. 

Under these principles a test program was established in 
which first two-dimensional models were studied in a water 
analogy facility, then rigid and flexible models in a super
sonic wind tunnel, and finally a larger model of full-size 
parachute was tested in a sufficiently large wind tunnel. 

A. Water Analogy Studies 

Surface-wave analogy experiments offer the possibility of 
studying basic fl.ow conditions in a most convenient and in
expensive manner. The studies are, of course, limited to two
dirnen ~ nal .onditi ns, hut, when properly int,erpreted, they 
prnvi,le vall:1able inf rmo.tion for the functioning of hre -
dimensional systems.7 Therefore, the projected supersonic 

TWO-DIMENSIONAL 

---~ 
w 
THREE - DIMENSIONAL 

Fig. 6 Calculated flow pattern for two- and three-di
mensional models of the supersonic guide surface para

chute. 

Fig. 7 Surface wave analogy model of the supersonic guide 
surface pa1·achute. 

parachute was considered to be a two-dimensional and three
dimensional object, and certain calculations were performed. 

These calculations are based on the following assumptions. 
In supersonic fl.ow an oblique shock is generated on the wedge 
and a conical shock on the cone. The solid cone is effectively 
extended by a divergent wake, which acts like a solid body and 
causes, in conjunction with the internal surface of the canopy, 
a second shock that again reduces the velocity and increases 
the pressure. If one assumes that the fl.ow within the canopy 
is near sonic and that the pressure in the wake is approxi
mately equal to the pressure of the sonic fl.ow, then the wake 
must diverge to such a degree that the pressure in the fl.ow 
adjacent to the wake and in the region between cone base and 
canopy inlet is equal to the pressure in the wake. This con
dition determines the schematic fl.ow pattern for the two
dimensional and three-dimensional models shown in Fig. 6. 
One observes that for Mach 2 and for the chosen geometry in 
both cases the wake divergence angle must be a little larger 
than the wedge or cone angles. 

For the water analogy studies semifl.exible, two-dimensional 
models were built as shown in Fig. 7. The models were fas
tened to the carriage of the shallow water tow tank and various 
combinations of the design parameters (Fig. 5) were investi
gated. 

Figures 8 and 9 show a stable and an unstable configura
tion. Under stable configuration, an arrangement is under
stood in which the shock wave pattern is steady and the 
model has a recognizable aerodynamic stability. Both 
figures show the oblique shock, a second shock wave at the 
base of the cone, a number of shocks perpendicular to the 
wake contour, and a final normal shock across the effective 
canopy inlet area. Furthermore, a curved shock located at a 
considerable distance from the canopy encompasses the entire 
canopy. 

In view of stable and unstable configurations, one notices 
that the dye behind the solid wedge shows either a symmetri
cal and steady wedge-like wake or, in the case of the unstable 
configuration, an unsymmetrically located and unsteady 

Fig. 8 Two-dimensional stable configuration of the sup
ersonic guide surface parachute at simulated Mach 

number 2. 
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li'ig . 9 Two- tlim ensfo nal unstab le con figu1•at lon of the 
s up ersonic ,;;11itl •' sui· fuce pt u•ac hul e at su11ulntcd Mach 

number 3. 

w(,\<,e. Also, l.he ubli JU shotik at the wedge 11nd the practi
cally norma l shock n°·1r -the in! ~ o.r 1.1, f Ll1 ·an py are 
eithe:i; symmetrica l r unaymmetrico.L for th st11ble an d u11-
s~i1bl · nfigumtions, rnsp r~tively. 'J.'h princi,pnl ·huruc
ter ist ics of stable tLUd tmstabl coo;i.figura.Uons a1·e sumnuwiv. cl 
in Fig . 10a tmd .l Oh. 

ll_,,or t.he tests, a large tttm1ber of d ig11 parnm r combina-
Uon · is, of ootll'se, 1 o ihl . flow er, b n.use of prn,ctical 
requirement ·oncerning ·the loca.J.ion of t.lte oblique i;h ck, 
then cessity o.f d v l ping 1.1, tt\hl a,nd diverging wn,k , n.nd a 
outinuous flow throu gh Lh l :.r::i.chu te withou µillacro, t.hc 

p1•a ·bicaJ combini.tions :lrc limited. Thei: f i-e, 11\ rely the 
stt11i.doff listanc was ·hanged wlrich effe tiv ly (;n,uscd a 
variation of the wake area and the related effective inlet 
arcu Ai in Fig. 5. nder otherwise identfoitl test conditions, 
the ratio of the effe/;l",iv' iul t to out.lcL 11n•a vs sturidoff dis
tance has been used as design criteria, and Fig. 11 shows the 
results of t,he experi111 Ll'l,s as a functio'll of th I arameters. 
It can be S' ·n that< ve1· a certain rnng of standoff distanc 
table con.figurati m1 wcr obtained wiU1 ~ret~ ratios in th 
rd1 11· o.f uni~y. 'l'hi ia in agr• ment with the assumpl ·,ion 

t.ltiit l;he JI w velo ity at the ctinopy inl L Md outlet is e.s
sontiu.Uy th -:cum:. 'Dl e..xp •ri1~1 nt,s sh< wed L'urth r that the 
c:011figi11·tttions b • •ame unf\ttib le wheu t he oblique , ·ho •k Erom 
the wedg, inter s U d wit.h u'l, llU.11 PY rim , tantlc ff di t,!l.M 

was too . hort, r wl1-n b wak,e I cu.me ur !stable becau,;e t he 
standoff distance was too large. 

In summary, then, it can lJ <muc:lud~1d t haL in two-dimen- 
sional flow a number of (:onfiglU'ations f11nc ioncd satis-

B) UNSTABLE CONFIGURATION 

.Fig. 10 Characteristics of a stable and an unstable con
figuration of two-dimensional models of the supersonic 

guide surface parachute. 

factorily and that the analysis of the test results confirmed 
the postulated concept. 

B. Wind-Tunnel Experiments 

E11cow-n.g cl by th urfoc: wave analogy studies, sm-og
mou:n Lcd 1·igid models with 4'""in. dit~m, rc1 r 11 ·ng ·Lh supe r
sonic guid surfi:1-e para h1,,1l , W' re I t cl fo a supersonic 
wfad tuonel. Tlte model dimension s w r in. accord~n ·e 
with Fig. 6. How ve'I', u,rmo g meut, wer 1111ule to va,ry !;he 
in! ,trto-ou tlet t\rea ratio, well llS the standoff clisto.n ·e. 
Al expected, the v1Lriousmoclel: produced Lall and an tabl 
11onfi.g11 rn Liorn,. ltl ganeral , Lh modd .s w ·r tnble when iheir 
geo'tl1 •tr. wa iu a · 1ordance with Lhose configw·at.i. ru.; that 
w · re . table in the wa,tcr tlJlll,(ogy tesls . t:,ypicuJ •hli · 
picture of one of l,h se , Utbl, orwgu.rntiou is shown in Fig. 
12. Several of s 1 ·h s hlieron pi burea bav • een analyzed and 
a characteristic result is shown in Fig. 13. In comparing Fig. 
13 with the calculated shock-wave pattern of the three
dimensional model shown in Fig. 6, one notices a surprisingly 
good agreement h t."W en recnr ling and calculation. 

In l~ef. 2 it w. stn.ted tha,t the interaction of the boundary 
lo:yer of t be suspem,i 11 lin s with Lhe I w sho ·k of th main 
·anopy may <iau · • ,m icly flow pattem. Because of this 
p ibili ty,a ri 'dsupersoni guide urfttcemocl lwa, quipp d 
wil,hn ylon isp n ionlin wiLhaclia1m ·-•r f aboutlo/c of the 
projec;t,ed caMpy dirunr.ter. No in terfcrcn.c or un Lei~cl.in-ss 
at focb numb rs o.l' 2 and WI;\$ r ord d.8 However, in 
further tests it was observed that, in models with unsteady 
flow pa.t--tem becau,;o of standoff distnnc or faulty arna ru.ti , 
theo. oilfo.ting l nk wrwe 11,LLnched h msclv · momenLarily 
to th su penRion liu ·. ' ['h ·n1ore, it may be c nclutl d Lhat 
on tho sup erson i guict ut"fo ·o pu.m 'h ut I.he su, 1 en ion 
lin 13 do not int rf r if l,he sho •k wsvns nr arranged in ac
cordance with the concept and spillage over the inlet is 
avoided. 

ft -1· t,hese exploratory tests, flexible models wcr stud ied in 
ordet· to observe their opening tendency, structural rigidity, 
and other characteristics. The flexibility introduces a num
ber of liffi •ult i , since tho canopy must a.tt.u,in i · 1 r per 
semi.rigid sht~p from its pre i,m· er t;ributi 11, whl b, in tl.m, 
i <I >t •nn in l by l,h fi w pattern. Also, the flow µat-tern 
n.1111,tb su hthat t hcpam hut.ei a r dynami<'nlly I.a le. 

Ju vi w f th concliLions., th pr ssur cli.stribution of a 
sta ble r1J1.d stcu,dy ('.Onligumtion was establish d ood a num
ber of intercstin d t.a.il were f tmd. Fir t, t,he. reltiUvely 
thick, uspcn i n 1fa lower th •' intcrnu,1 1 ressurn near th' en
tTan , arc• 1. The re.fore, the susp nsion lin s ar det1i
mcntal t t,h l'igi lii;y of th pr s ure-R11pp !'I.eel paraahutc 
•anoJ y. Tiowev r, •Villi with suspe11~ion I.in , th> int r1\al 
pr · ur c is, over th c.ut.rro rr,gion, h ighe r than t l1 . xt•r ua! 
pr snr , and o. flexil I can 1JY shou ld I r. proper]y rigidiv, •d. 
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Fig. 11 Evaluation of surface wave analogy expel'iments at 
simulated Mach number 2. 
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Fig. 12 Shock-wave pattern of a stable configu1·ation of a 
rigid supersonic guide surface pa1·achute model at Mach 

number 2. · 

The measurements also show:that the pressure on the base of 
the cone is about equal to the pressure near the inlet area of 
the canopy. This is in good agreement with the results of 
th two-dimensi rutl wat er ttru~logy ' ilJdy autl with the valu
tttion of the schlicren p ictures of stab .I wind-tunnel mode ls. 
More details about the pressure distribution are given in 
Ref. 8. 

Corresponding to the rigid models, flexible models with 4-
in. li.o.m w 1·e bu ilt which had a r igid con•, u, · yk,n cloth 
mnopy , a.nd a suitab .lean:angem nt of ylon , 11, pCHsiou lit, . . 

Th in.itinl wind-tu 1me1 experiments witlt flexible models 
w re very di~coura ging. In . pit of motiou r,.id ,ur s with 
2000 from •s/i;ec, th p11rachute " were desLroy ,rt b fore ou 
ould clet rmin l' if insuilic i nt sLr ngtb r 1lerorlyuamie t·oo

sons had 1:i:1.11. ed the nrnltunctiorni. Ilow evm:, 1 r., ·ed on 
many small iudi ·1tLiom; the strc.ngt lt of the models wn.s im
prov d, m1d ih y lasted at least long enough to r c gnize 
aer dynami • details. These successful t • ti:: showe I that 
Llte fl. xible models had h sam it rodynamio ·hu,raoter i~tics 
as the l"igid ones. ll ow vcr, o en. ionitUy, failur • c ·u1'recl 
whicl1 a1)1)ea1, cl to be (:ansed by acrodynumic reasons. 1 t 
wmi theoriz ed t,ha:~ the sha,rp edg, u.t be outl t with it 
strong pressure gradient did promo t he fot '.lll:L ion of power
ful vor tices that could ·in1,.e dislo~tLion an.cl oscillat ions 
of the i11ternal divergi ng w::i,k . This, of com •, wouJtl i.11ter
f 'l' w.i h th m:.1.ss J'l w an<l ould ca.nse spilla,ge u.t t.he in! t. 
.ln. suppo,· c f ·this sp .oubliion, 'lh .fJowfield. sm-ro11n. li11g the 
cu,11opy ·on tour was inveshigatcd 011 two- lirnonsion11l mod ls, 
Mel Fig s. 14: a,11rl 14h illu ·tJ:ai h pressure field of the 
ca11opy with and wilhouts u b · rri , ou t let noy,,1Je. ( ne no ·ir.es 
t lml; th outl • t 110:&llll retluo thti preRSure 61'1·adicnta. ignifi
'mt Uy, wlti ·h mer1.mu·r shon\rl, in tu rn, dco.1' ·e the ::1tmngth 
of the w11ke vorti ces. It is inter stin g l;o s ,, Lhi~L the iaoburs 
in both figur •s outlit1 tt. lttrge fiold o[ nsti:mt prei,r;w-e whi< h 
is ci,senti a lly th - 1wea of t ll rlivetg i'ug ,wi)< • T h lo uttion. 
of shock wnv . also is indicated . 

h1 vi w I' Ll1 Pfltal.,li lied pr J;strr fi lrls all fl xiblcmode ls 
wcr equjpped with out let nozil es, !l.lld 'i.h r su I· w r very 
good. n t-he . foch mrmb(Jr rnnge fro m 0.0 to 4.51 Lh 
models slwwed ner dynar-ni(• st~bility l'Jind st !ldin ~. ·, ·ruc
t,luu,I rigidity , a w Jl a.s dur abiHty. Many mode l. wf:r 
·t t rl iF erul 1,irnes. Th te · I:. w ro mad -• in freestrca.111 
and in the wake of a forel lo<ly-1 nitted 8-body diam ahead of 
the parachute rim. The forebo dy diumcter was 45% of the 

Fig. 13 Schematic 
shock-wave pattern 
obtained from schli
eren pictures of 
a rigid supersonic 
guide surface para
chute model at 

Mach number 2. 

A) WITH OUTLET NOZZLE 

~ WITHOUT OUTLET NOZZLE 

Fig. 14 P1·essure distribution of two-dimensional para
chute models with and without outlet nozzle at simulated 

Mach number 2. 

prnj,citcd parac liuto diam tcr. li'igur 15 . h ws u h a 
flexible model in a. super sonic wind ·u.nncl, and Fi . 16 i'l;s 
1,mltlicren picttu· . Th cWj 'rcn pi ·tur ·hows be intricate 
hock-wnv systcra .ori1,-inating at the f r hody and at t he 

parnchu te, o.. \Yell i\ Lh ffoct or th W!~ke r th forebody ' 

IV. Design Parameters 

Two · ent.i.11l points of the super sonic ruid ·on-
. pt n.r t h devel. pm JJ L if ti ~tet~dy u ud ru vcr ring wake an.cl 
~he prnveJJtion of 11ir spillf1g . The.s point n •omf)a · a 
n11mh r of det1.1,il 1 ont!iderutio.ns-, a few of which will be 
dis l l ed in Lh f Uowing s -. ·ii ns. 

A. Dive1·ging Wake 

The wake cone U,ngle is essentil!Jly a fun •t,ion of Reynold 
number, Mach numl er, and standoff listnnce. Since the 
me harries of a turl ul 11L and div rgin g wak is pre se11.Uy II t 
Sil cept ible Lo 11ualytict1l trcn.im1 nt, the r quiro I inf 1ma

tion cm1em·11iug the wak augl wa htlli.r1 1 from suhli 1·cn 
photographs and is summarized in Table 1.9 One observes a 
e · rl.ain but mild dependency of the wtiko angl . Further 
invest igations in this respect are desirnl I . Rowever. this 

Fig. 15 Flexible model of the supe1·sonic guide surface 
parachute with outlet nozzle at Mach number 2. 
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Fig. 16 Schlieren photograph of a flexible supersonic 
guide surface model at Mach number 3 behind a forebody. 

study indicates that the aerodynamic conditions listed in 
Table 1 are suitable for the design of para chutes in the Mach 
number range from 0.9 to 4.5. The range can probably be 
extended, but respective results are presently not available. 

B. Mass Flow 

For any given para ·lmte problem the size of the parachute 
follows from the desired dticclm:al.ion for e. This ·ondHio11 
determines the maximum diameter of the supersonic guide 
surface p!trauhut e. The con· •p'I-, of the parachu te requires 
smooth nu flow, or, more s:µ 1Jifically, Lh 11"· nti n of 
spillage. Tb er •for , the l:iameters of the 0011 and of the 
inlet and outl et, combine l with the standoff cHsk1nce, are the 
controlling parameters. Standoff dist ance and cone angle 
have been discussed previously. The diameter ratios are 
related to the mass-flow conditions and will be discussed be
low. 

The theoretical mass fl.ow, which can be absorbed without 
spillage, i 1: nl itjn <I in it •t1· am l;ul Ll1at n.1 proai.d1 fr m 
infinit7, ii, clefle ·l'.ed by the solid cone wHh it s di.verging wake, 
and inter s0 •ts th l'im f th e tittn py. For "mplirity, it may 
be assumed that the apex angles of solid cone and diverged 
wake are equal. This scheme is shown in Fig. 17, and the 
characteristic stream tube can be calculated. 

The actual mass flow at the exhaust area has been de
termined by means of pressure rak es.8,u Th ratio of meas
UT d to calculated mass flow 1ii/rhoo t i ten givP a go d indica
tion of the validity of the general assumptions. One ob
serves in Fig. 17 that this ratio is very close to unity for Mach 
number 2, and for a certain range of standoff distance. 
The agreement between wind-tunnel and water analogy tests 
also is interesting. 

Figure 17 also indicates some deviation of this mass-fl.ow 
ratio from unity. However, considering that the stream 
tube is computed under the assumption that the wake di
verges with the 11Dgle of the soli l con , and that turbul nt 
mbdure is neg;l · l, the resul ru· •' surprisingl y good. Tab le 
1 shows that the angle of the cone and wake are approximately 
equal merely for a few Mach and Reynolds numbers and for 
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Fig. 17 Mass flow ratio vs standoff distance. 
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Fig. 18 Drag coefficient of flexible 4-in. models and of a 
4,-ft supersonic guide surface pa1·achute. 

certain standoff distances. When the divergence angle 
deviates from the cone angle, the actual stream tube differs 
from the computed one. Considering these facts, a review 
of the content of Table 1 and Fig. 17 actually gives a quanti
tative explanation of the deviation of the mass-flow ratio as 
shown in Fig. 17. 

As in the preceding paragraph, the data presented in Fig. 
17 are recommended for consideration in actual parachute 
design. 

V. Validation and Drag Coefficients 

Subsequent to the studies with small models, the U. S. 
Air Force tested a 4-ft supersonic guide surface parachute in 
a wind tunnel of the Arnold Engineering Development Center 
in Tullahoma, Tenn. 10 All finished dimensions of this para
chute were determined at the University of Minnesota on the 
basis of the data given previously. The parachute itself was 
built and assembled by a parachute manufacturer. 

The 4-ft supersonic parachute functioned satisfactorily. 
It inflated properly, was aerodynamically stable and steady, 
and structurally as rigid as a parachute can be. Its appear
ance was essentially similar to the one of the 4-in. models. 
It finally was destroyed after being exposed to supersonic fl.ow 
for about 90 min. The cause of the failure could be traced 
to weak suspension-line connections caused by faulty manu
facturing. 

During the runs, there was ample time to determine the 
drag coefficients at several Mach numbers and various 
parachute positions behind the forebody. The drag coeffi
cients are presented in Fig. 18, together with those of the 
4-in. models. It can be seen that the drag coefficients of the 

Table 1 Wake divergence angle behind a rigid cone of 68° 
apex related to Mach number, Reynolds number, and 

standoff distance 

~ 2,08 X 106 
' 

l. 88 x 106 5,58 X 105 

N 
0,56 a C 35 ,7° 0: = 35-25° a = 35 

I 0.63 a= 31° 

\i 
0 a 32 75' a = 34. 25 " 

2 0. 70 0: = 26 ex a 28 ° a = 24.3 ° 

I") 0,56 0: " 4o 

C." I 0.63 0 ~ 35-5, I ~ a 

2 I 
0,70 0 ~ 29,8 ' r 
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4-ft parachute are somewhat higher than those of the small 
m t.lels. Th • higher cl.rag co fli ·i nts Illliy I caw,md 'by 1.1, 

c]j:fferenr:oin r nu which prnsently annotbefq Laine I. Also, 
Ll1e proje ·ted 1.liam. faw r the 4.-ft parudrnte was larger than 
~>,.'Pec1te I. This may hav , heep ea11sed by the elasticity of 
Lh cl th and lin •s or through the ro,ther loos I.in nu ·, -
tions. The drag coefficients are in all cases based on the de
sign diameter. 

In spi't!i f ·th drfferenc · of drng; coeffioient8, 'the fact tha 
the pu.rac..lrut ,hat, wa .. 12 times Iarg r, wiLh :~ Reynolds 
number tlbout 15 times as higl1, functioned .'- ·ru1l;ially as the 
prototype mod I , mu.y l La) 11 iLS p1:oof f th . validity of the 
basic concept and of th val\t of •xpur-inl.r,n!" with sn:i.all para-
chute moi.lcls. · · 

In umma.ry, IL 4-ft . upe.ri!l<;mic gu:id sUl'fa,; para.chute, 
b11 ed on information obt:1-ined from motle l tests, lms worked 
very w. II. Howev er , th Jl1·esented i11Iornllltio,n should l)e 
considered merely as design guide lines. A parachute for 
supersonic application should undergo specific wind-tunnel 
tests under consideration of the operational conditions such 
as Mach number, Reynolds number, and forebody wake. 
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